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Grow your app user list

Offline users invitation

Do you have emails of your visitors? Prompt them to install your app.

Profile enrichment

Ask your app users to complete their profile with additional contact information so you
can reach them omnichannel.

Social media invitation

Invite your app users to your social media to enhance its audience and involve them
with your brand using vivid visuals and user-generated content.

Refer a friend

Grow sales and your user list by suggesting existing users invite friends for a reward.



Engage new users to become active
users

Welcome

Greet new users with welcome incentives, tell them why to choose you, introduce your
chief and menu specials to make the best first impression.

Onboarding

Educate newcomers on your features so they can get the most from your app.

Activation

Once users are onboarded successfully, encourage them to continue using your app by
applying gamification. For example, they can complete quests to get free coffee.

Top-rated places

Send most-liked restaurants as something new users can start with.

User-generated content

Maintain user interest by regularly sending a collection of content related to your place
created by other customers.



Support customers within their journey

Booking reminder

Remind users of a scheduled visit and check if their plans have changed.

Order Confirmation

Bring the customer good news about the successful order placement.

Payment Confirmation

Notify users promptly whether you've received their payment or something went wrong.

Delivery status

Keep users updated on when they receive their tasty treats.

Order Cancellation

Notify users promptly when you receive a cancellation request. Reteno AI allows you to
recommend similar products instead.

Abandoned view

Show users dishes they have interested in. Their mouths will likely water, and they
make a new purchase.



Abandoned category

Show users items from the category they have interested in. Perhaps something new
will reignite an old passion, and they make a new purchase.

Abandoned search

Show users the products they have searched for to prevent them from losing their
findings.

Abandoned cart

Prompt those double-minded people who leave their carts to finish their purchases.

Repeat order

Offer users to treat themselves to already proven meals.

Favorites

Urge your app users to order something from their bookmarked items or similar
products selected by AI.

Discount at a favorite restaurant

Automate the discount promotion in precisely the places users prefer.

Next best offer

Use all data Reteno collected on your users to predict dishes they would really like to
buy.



Send personalized discounts and news

New items on the menu

Invite your app users to taste the recent menu items and make them new bestsellers.

New restaurant near you

Let geotargeting empower your strategy, as customers would rather react to new offers
in their location than others.

New item in the category

Use customer preferences collected by Reteno to prompt user interest in recently added
meals.

New place in the category

Use customer preferences collected by Reteno to prompt user interest in recently added
restaurants.

Discounts in the category

Send each customer a set of discounts in the category they prefer.



Pick just-in-time offers for relevant
customer segments

Specials for Friday evening

Promote menu items bought by the majority of customers on that profitable day.

Top items for the weekend

Urge your app users to try something from the most popular meal on the weekend.
Reteno's AI will pick it for you.

Family lunch

Create a set of dishes that will fit all your customers’ family members.

Business lunch

Send a lunch invitation with relevant items at a proper time and location.

Personal suggestions

Offer products the user prefers on a specific day and time.

Holiday specials

Urge your app users to try something from the most popular holiday meals. Reteno's AI
will pick it for you.



Remind customers about special
dates throughout the year

Anniversary

Send personalized greetings on another year a user spent with your app. Don’t forget
about the gift.

Birthday discount

Set a simple but effective personalized trigger that increases brand loyalty and
generates sales.

Event promotion

Set automated event announcements and reminders to keep your place on the top of
users’ minds.

Milestones & progress

Hyper-personalized messages on account stats that subscribers will likely interact with
and show off.



Prevent churn and return customers

Retargeting

Feed the segmented users who are showing lesser engagement during the first week
right into the campaign rather than waiting until they return organically.

Churn prevention

Re-engage users from the risk segment detected by RFM analysis. A personalized promo
code is included.

Loyalty program

Push users to order recommended items and spend bonuses collected within your
loyalty program.

Return customer

Reactivate dormant customers that haven’t purchased for 30 days with a personalized
offer.

Reactivation

Reach customers that have already interacted with your campaigns as they are
potentially more likely to repeat target actions.



Free delivery

Offer free delivery for a certain period to those users who haven’t interacted with your
app for 30 days.

Delivery subscription

Promote a delivery subscription to motivate them to make purchases more often.



Ask for feedback and review

NPS

Ask what users really think about your app and communicate them according to their
answers to save as much of a loyal audience.

Review request

Ask users whether they liked the previous product or service they’ve ordered to timely
react to issues in their customer experience.

Now you can choose the campaigns you like by filling out the form so
we can prepare them for you.

https://forms.gle/xaNgG7WuudnjcUFE9
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